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“Carla Hassett brings out fresh tunes that continue the path started by the likes of Jobim 
and Gil.” ~ Jazz Weekly 
 
“sung with eloquent tonality in an astounding, masterful range.” ~ Roberta on the Arts 
 
“Hassett is no mere Astrid Gilberto wannabe, she’s the real deal all on her own 
terms.  A smoking South American set that can’t be pinned down but isn’t all over the 
place, this is contemporary music from another place that simply hits all the right notes 
throughout.  Killer stuff.” ~ Midwest Record 
 
“What’s really impressive are her composition skills. Hassett’s songs sound like 
Brazilian Standards.” ~ Musical Memoirs Blog 
 
I'm impressed with songwriters who can write in multiple languages and still manage to 
keep their music authentic, and Carla Hassett achieves that” ~ URB Magazine 
 
" a funky, sexy masterpiece of sambatronix"~ Worldbeat Canada  
 
" Fans of Bebel Gilberto and Ceu will love her." ~ My World Music Friends 
 
“This CD is a thrilling discovery, like opening a magical trunk, with so many musical 
surprises.” ~ Roberta on the Arts 
 
“irresistible and sensuous grooves” ~ Jazz Weekly 
 
"Carla Hassett has it going on; smoldering looks, versatile voice and an original musical 
sensibility drawn from the best of North and South American popular idioms."~ Worldbeat 
Canada 
 
“Carla Hassett seems to have been born to sing” ~ World Music Report 
 
 
“Spellbinding” ~ Roberta on the Arts 



 
“Her composing is impressive, and her delivery is ebulliently intimate.”~ Jazz Weekly 
 
“Hassett knows how to create a ‘hook’ to her tunes; one that lingers at the end of 
each song production in repetitious beauty” ~ Musical Memoirs Blog 
 
"a sizzling contemporary style with traces of jazz, samba, soul and pop," ~ Music 
Connection Magazine 
 
“Her samba whistles, her basslines, her guitar work are all flawless.”~  All Music 
“Brazil seems to have an endless supply of great musicians. Carla Rigolin Hassett is yet 
another name to add to the list... 
When singing in English, Carla Hassett sounds surprisingly like Flora Purim, although her 
use of vocak effects gives a very current sound. Carla Hassett may not have the support of 
major labels or large indies, but she has proven to be an important artist in Brazilian 
contemporary music.” ~ World Music Central 
 
“She plants the melody in your brain like a fruitful seed.” ~ Musical Memoirs Blog 
 
“the perfect soundtrack for sipping apple martinis and watching the sunset.” ~ Sound 
The Sirens 
 
 
“If you enjoy Bebel Gilberto in doses but yearn for the musical moxie of alternative artists, 
Carla Hassett might just be your favorite find of this year” ~ World Pulse Magazine 
 
 
“Certainly if Bebel Gilberto has turned your head, Hassett will continue to set you 
swiveling.” ~ Midwest Record     
 


